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1133 Folkmanis Acts It Out

with Puppets

The Sky Dragon, from Folkmanis Pup-
pets, has sculpted fabric that en-
hances its ethereal look. This

champion of mythical creatures is destined to
guide kids into the realms of fantasy.

Ideal as a Mother Goose, the Goose pup-
pet’s movable beak and two-handed wing de-

sign allow for endless
combinations of hu-
morous honking,
flapping, singing,
snapping, sput-
tering, and story-
telling.

With the Mon-
key in Barrel pup-
pet, kids can pull
the monkey down
into the soft mi-
crofiber barrel
and close the lid.
Then, they can pop

the monkey out for a
playful surprise.

Outset Media Shows Cards and Puzzles

New to the blank Create Your Own Puzzles line, from Outset Media, are
Create Your Own Puzzle Theme Boxes. Children can choose a
coloring puzzle theme and get started coloring their own unique

puzzles. Each of the themes—dinosaurs, fairytale
princesses, and nature—include three 24-piece
puzzles to color and assemble.

The Family Scavenger Hunt card game is a
find-the-clue card game with indoor and outdoor
clues included. The card pack is perfect for camping
trips. The Picture Charades card game doesn’t re-
quire any reading, so kids can play easily with their
friends. The Family Charades card game allows
families or groups to play against one another in
teams as adults and kids act out the clues together.

Guessing with PlaSmart

Morphology, from PlaSmart, is a hilarious
guessing game where creativity wins. First,
pick a card; there are 480 words to inspire,

challenge, and create. Next, create a word with the
more than 30 pieces included to help build the word.
Then, animate the pieces to make the word come to
life. Finally, get your teammates to guess the word
within one minute. The first team to reach the final
lily pad wins. Morphology is designed for children
ages 8 and up.
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